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Session ObjectivesSession Objectives

Introduction to Voice TechnologiesIntroduction to Voice Technologies
What is a Voice Server?What is a Voice Server?
Developing VoiceXML ApplicationsDeveloping VoiceXML Applications
Speech User Interface ConsiderationsSpeech User Interface Considerations



Speech RecognitionSpeech Recognition
The process of translating a spoken utterance into text The process of translating a spoken utterance into text 
Defines what the user can say to the computerDefines what the user can say to the computer

Speech Synthesis (Text-to-Speech)Speech Synthesis (Text-to-Speech)
The process of translating text into a spoken utteranceThe process of translating text into a spoken utterance
Establishes what the computer sounds like to the userEstablishes what the computer sounds like to the user

Basic Voice TechnologiesBasic Voice Technologies

QueriesQueries
ShoppingShopping
Weather reportsWeather reports
Stock quotesStock quotes
Health care provider listingsHealth care provider listings
Customer service informationCustomer service information

TransactionsTransactions
Calendar functionsCalendar functions
Employee benefits and timecard submissionEmployee benefits and timecard submission
Financial transactionsFinancial transactions
Travel reservationsTravel reservations
ShoppingShopping

Reasons to use . . .Reasons to use . . .



Surfing Voice Web SitesSurfing Voice Web Sites
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What is a Voice Server?What is a Voice Server?

Conversational Interface for Web Applications Conversational Interface for Web Applications 
A speech analog to GUI browsingA speech analog to GUI browsing
Fit into the standard web server architectureFit into the standard web server architecture

Minimizes need of web developers to learn speechMinimizes need of web developers to learn speech

Uses existing back-end data processingUses existing back-end data processing

Telephony Deployment environmentTelephony Deployment environment
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Desktop Development environmentDesktop Development environment
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It isIt is
Talking to web sitesTalking to web sites

It is NOTIt is NOT
Reading HTML pages to usersReading HTML pages to users
A talking enabled Netscape or IEA talking enabled Netscape or IE

Voice Server (cont.)Voice Server (cont.)
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Languages and EnvironmentsLanguages and Environments

LanguagesLanguages
US EnglishUS English
UK EnglishUK English
FrenchFrench
GermanGerman

Deployment EnvironmentDeployment Environment
Windows NT (VoIP and Direct Talk)Windows NT (VoIP and Direct Talk)
IBM AIX (DirectTalk)IBM AIX (DirectTalk)

Development EnvironmentDevelopment Environment
WIndows NTWIndows NT

VoiceXMLVoiceXMLVoiceXML VoiceXML 
Voice eXtensible Markup Language (VoiceXML)Voice eXtensible Markup Language (VoiceXML)
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Version 1.0 VoiceXML Specification released March, Version 1.0 VoiceXML Specification released March, 
20002000

Version 1.0 Submission acknowledged by World Version 1.0 Submission acknowledged by World 
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) in May 2000Wide Web Consortium (W3C) in May 2000

FoundersFounders
&�'�(����(�)�����(������&�'�(����(�)�����(������

Over 350 Member CompaniesOver 350 Member Companies



Bring the power of web development and content Bring the power of web development and content 
delivery to voice response applicationsdelivery to voice response applications
Leverage developers existing markup language Leverage developers existing markup language 
skillsskills
Free application authors from low-level Free application authors from low-level 
programming and resource managementprogramming and resource management
Integrate voice services with data services using Integrate voice services with data services using 
familiar client-server paradigms familiar client-server paradigms 
Maintain overall service logic, perform database and Maintain overall service logic, perform database and 
legacy system operations, and produce dialogs legacy system operations, and produce dialogs 
utilizing back-end web serversutilizing back-end web servers

VoiceXML GoalsVoiceXML Goals

Language Scope Language Scope 

Recognition of spoken input Recognition of spoken input 
Voice output - TTS and prerecorded audio Voice output - TTS and prerecorded audio 
Recognition of DTMF input Recognition of DTMF input 
Recording of spoken input Recording of spoken input 
Telephony features such as call transfer and Telephony features such as call transfer and 
disconnectdisconnect
Dialog flow control Dialog flow control 
Scoping of input Scoping of input 



Language FeaturesLanguage Features
document structure 

<vxml> <meta> 
forms 

<form> <field> <initial> <block> <filled> 
menus 

<menu> <choice> <link> <enumerate> 
recognition control 

<dtmf> <grammar> <property> 
control flow 

<goto> <submit> <subdialog> <param> 
scripting 

<throw> <exit> <return> <script> <if> <elseif> <else> <var> <assign> <clear> 
exception events 

<catch> <error> <help> <noinput> <nomatch> 
telephony 

<disconnect> <transfer> 
specialized input 

<record> <transcribe> <object> 
audio and tts output 

<break> <div> <emp> <pros> <sayas> <value> <prompt> <reprompt> <audio> 

Hello World!Hello World!

<vxml version="1.0">
      <form>
          <block>Hello World!</block>
      </form>
 </vxml>

<vxml> is top-level element that contains dialogs elements
<form> is a dialog element that contains form items 
<block> is a form item that contains items such as text to be spoken 
Interpretation ends when a form ends without another URL being visited,
an exit action from the user, or if the user just hangs up



<vxml version="1.0">
        <form>
            <field name="drink">
                <prompt>What would you like to drink?</prompt>
                <grammar src="drinks.gram"/>
            </field>
            <block>
                <goto next="http:..." submit="drink" method="get"/>
            </block>
        </form>      
</vxml>

Grammar file

#JSGF 1.0;
grammar drinks;

     public <drink> = coffee | tea | milk | soda | nothing; 

Form SubmissionForm Submission

MenusMenus

<vxml version="1.0">
        <menu id="themenu">
            <prompt>Welcome home. Say one of: <enumerate/></prompt>
            <choice next="URL1">ESPN sports</choice>
            <choice next="URL2">Weather</choice>
            <choice next="URL3">Caltech astrophysics news</choice>
        </menu>
    </vxml>



Building the ApplicationsBuilding the Applications

AssumptionsAssumptions
Web developers know little about speech reco technologiesWeb developers know little about speech reco technologies
Speech (and IVR) developers often know little about the webSpeech (and IVR) developers often know little about the web

GoalsGoals
Make speech app development as easy as GUI web developmentMake speech app development as easy as GUI web development
Leverage existing web app logic using the same web Leverage existing web app logic using the same web 
programming modelprogramming model
Bring web developers into the voice spaceBring web developers into the voice space
Bring voice/IVR developers into the web spaceBring voice/IVR developers into the web space
With as little pain as possible!With as little pain as possible!

Desktop test environmentDesktop test environment
Supplies links for integration into WebSphere StudioSupplies links for integration into WebSphere Studio
Includes Programmer's GuideIncludes Programmer's Guide
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VoiceXML 1.0 SpecificationVoiceXML 1.0 Specification
VoiceXML Audio SampleVoiceXML Audio Sample

IBM WebSphere Voice Server SDKIBM WebSphere Voice Server SDK



Voice Server SDK

ViaVoice Engines

Reco TTS
web 

Server

Desktop Telephone 
Simulator

Windows NT

Voice Server

Development RuntimeDevelopment Runtime

VoiceXML EditorVoiceXML Editor
Grammar Editor ConnectionGrammar Editor Connection
Preview VoiceXML pages with the Voice Server SDK Preview VoiceXML pages with the Voice Server SDK 
from navigation treefrom navigation tree
Publish pages to WebSphere Application ServerPublish pages to WebSphere Application Server
VoiceXML SamplesVoiceXML Samples

WebSphere StudioWebSphere Studio



Integrated Development Environment(IDE) for Voice Integrated Development Environment(IDE) for Voice 
Application DevelopmentApplication Development

Uses IBM Middleware tooling framework (Eclipse)Uses IBM Middleware tooling framework (Eclipse)
Provides tools for:Provides tools for:

VoiceXML developmentVoiceXML development
Grammar development Grammar development 

What the speech recognition engine will recognizeWhat the speech recognition engine will recognize

Pronunciation developmentPronunciation development
How the Text-to-Speech engine pronounces wordsHow the Text-to-Speech engine pronounces words

Re-usable VoiceXML ComponentsRe-usable VoiceXML Components
VoiceXML SamplesVoiceXML Samples

Tools currently in development at IBM Tools currently in development at IBM 
Voice SystemsVoice Systems

Ease of UseEase of Use
Appropriate level of "simplicity"Appropriate level of "simplicity"
"Intuitive""Intuitive"

Efficiency and ProductivityEfficiency and Productivity
Walk-up-and-use or minimal trainingWalk-up-and-use or minimal training
User in control (mostly)User in control (mostly)
Consistency breeds productivityConsistency breeds productivity

Customer SatisfactionCustomer Satisfaction
"I did it easily and fast, when and where I wanted, and will use the "I did it easily and fast, when and where I wanted, and will use the 
system again."system again."
Positive impact on company imagePositive impact on company image

User Interface Design ObjectivesUser Interface Design Objectives



Speech user interface design is NOT just reading a Speech user interface design is NOT just reading a 
visual web page!  You must decide:visual web page!  You must decide:

What to presentWhat to present
How (and how much) to presentHow (and how much) to present
When to present itWhen to present it

Effective user interface design is based on:Effective user interface design is based on:
Understanding customer profiles and usesUnderstanding customer profiles and uses
Setting and meeting realistic expectationsSetting and meeting realistic expectations

Fundamental to Design Methodology  Fundamental to Design Methodology  

Speech or not?Speech or not?
Type and level of information?Type and level of information?
Recorded vs. TTS (synthesized) prompts?Recorded vs. TTS (synthesized) prompts?
Audio formatting?Audio formatting?
Terse vs. personal prompt style?Terse vs. personal prompt style?
Speech only, or DTMF too?Speech only, or DTMF too?

High Level User Interface Design High Level User Interface Design 
DecisionsDecisions



User motivationUser motivation
Saves time or moneySaves time or money
AvailabilityAvailability
FeaturesFeatures

Users don't have computerUsers don't have computer
Users want hands-free or eyes-free use, or have visual Users want hands-free or eyes-free use, or have visual 
or hand impairmentor hand impairment

Speech or Not?Speech or Not?

Banking Application, recently cleared checksBanking Application, recently cleared checks
Visual UI vs. short-term memory dependencyVisual UI vs. short-term memory dependency

Visual Visual 
Table showing check number, date, payee, and amountTable showing check number, date, payee, and amount

Speech application Speech application 
Recite only the check number and date clearedRecite only the check number and date cleared
Permit the user to select a specific check number to hear the payee Permit the user to select a specific check number to hear the payee 
name and amount, if desiredname and amount, if desired

Type and Level of InformationType and Level of Information



Use Text-to-Speech (synthesized) prompts during Use Text-to-Speech (synthesized) prompts during 
development and for unbounded datadevelopment and for unbounded data
Use professionally recorded prompts for everything Use professionally recorded prompts for everything 
elseelse
Stick to one voice unless there's a clear design goal to Stick to one voice unless there's a clear design goal to 
use moreuse more
Avoid using TTS and recorded voice for prompts in Avoid using TTS and recorded voice for prompts in 
same productsame product

Recorded vs. Synthesized PromptsRecorded vs. Synthesized Prompts

Audio formatting refers to non-speech clues that Audio formatting refers to non-speech clues that 
accompany or overlay informationaccompany or overlay information
Like indenting, capitalization, font size,style changes Like indenting, capitalization, font size,style changes 
and color-coding in a visual interfaceand color-coding in a visual interface
Examples:Examples:

Turn-taking toneTurn-taking tone
Beep for bulletBeep for bullet
Background music for secure transactionBackground music for secure transaction
Pitch or volume for emphasisPitch or volume for emphasis

Audio FormattingAudio Formatting



TerseTerse PersonalPersonal
More efficientMore efficient More wordy, even More wordy, even 

verboseverbose

Tends to produce Tends to produce 
concise user responses concise user responses 
that are easy to that are easy to 
recognizerecognize

Can cause users to Can cause users to 
generate more freeform generate more freeform 
responses than responses than 
grammar is designed to grammar is designed to 
handlehandle

Can be perceived as Can be perceived as 
machine-like and machine-like and 
impersonalimpersonal

More human-like, but More human-like, but 
can wrongly imply can wrongly imply 
system is intelligentsystem is intelligent

Terse vs. Personal PromptsTerse vs. Personal Prompts

Built-in grammars enable speech and DTMF Built-in grammars enable speech and DTMF 
recognitionrecognition
DTMF input can be hard for mobile phone users or DTMF input can be hard for mobile phone users or 
when keypad is on handsetwhen keypad is on handset
Generally confine DTMF to secure info (passwords) Generally confine DTMF to secure info (passwords) 
and applications when noise levels or poor phone and applications when noise levels or poor phone 
connections make speech recognition impossibleconnections make speech recognition impossible

Speech and DTMF?Speech and DTMF?



IBM WebSphere Voice Server and VoiceXML allow you IBM WebSphere Voice Server and VoiceXML allow you 
to increase your potential customer base to anyone to increase your potential customer base to anyone 
owning a telephoneowning a telephone
Reuse your already existing Web infrastructure, Reuse your already existing Web infrastructure, 
business logic and data...  just add a new presentation business logic and data...  just add a new presentation 
layerlayer
Already existing markup language skills can easily Already existing markup language skills can easily 
migrate to the VoiceXML modelmigrate to the VoiceXML model
Become experts in Speech User Interface design!  Become experts in Speech User Interface design!  
VoiceXML and the IBM Development environment VoiceXML and the IBM Development environment 
provide an easy way to prototype the User Interface provide an easy way to prototype the User Interface 
and try it on real users.and try it on real users.

Final Thoughts....Final Thoughts....

Reference MaterialReference Material

www.software.ibm.com/voicewww.software.ibm.com/voice
www.voicexmlforum.orgwww.voicexmlforum.org
www.alphaworks.ibm.com/techwww.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech
www.ibm.com/software/webserverswww.ibm.com/software/webservers



Questions?Questions?


